Don’t Take the BAIT
Who’s the email

SPOT A PHISHING
EMAIL WITH
THESE RED FLAGS

Sample

from?

phishing email

An unusual name
Someone you don’t know or an
entity you don’t do business with
A suspicious or misspelled
domain (like micorsoft-support.com)

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

unusualname@abccompany.com
you@yourcompany.com
Monday, January 1, 03:00 am
Help me my money is stolen

Hello. We regret to inform you that we have locked your
money account access because we think there may have
been a breach in security.

Who’s the email

to?

In order to protect you, we have locked your account until
you re-open it. To re-activate your account, simply click
here and complete the attached form. Thank you for your
prompt attention to this matter.

An unusual mix of people
People you don’t know

when

was the email sent?
If you suspect an email is

fraudulent

An unusual time, like 3 a.m.

What’s the email’s

subject line?

subject:

Report it to your financial institution,
or the company or government agency,
using a phone number or email address
from a reliable source

Irrelevant or doesn’t match
the main content of the email

Contact the Internet Crime Complaint
Center (www.ic3.gov), a partnership
between the FBI and the National White
Collar Crime Center

Appears to be a reply to
a request you never sent

Does the email contain

odd content?
Doesn’t match the subject line

some
ph thing

ishy

If you suspect you have fallen victim to

identity theft

Requests personal or financial
information
Contains an unexpected or
unrelated attachment
Includes a hyperlink that is misspelled
or leads to a different website (hover your
mouse over the hyperlink to see where it leads)

Contains only hyperlinks with no
further information
Asks you to click a hyperlink to
avoid a negative consequence or
gain something of value
Contains bad grammar or
spelling errors

Immediately contact your financial
institution and, if necessary, close
existing accounts and open new ones
Contact the police and request a copy
of any police report or case number
for later reference
Call the three major credit bureaus
to request that a fraud alert be placed
on your credit report:
Equifax:
Experian:
TransUnion:

800-525-6285
888-397-3742
800-680-7289

